EXAM QUESTIONS
GG2021
  
1.   “The civilization mission was the most important drive for the overseas imperial
expansion of European states.” Discuss.
(TIP: Think about the various rationales for European imperialism in the 19th
century. Place the “civilization mission” in perspective with them according to
importance. To do so, you will need to consider them and explain them, also
providing at least one example for each rationale, and show why it is less or more
important in driving imperialism).
GROUPS: A, I
2.   Why did the Concert of Europe break down in the late 19th century? Provide at least
two reasons and explain them (with examples).
(ATTENTION: “at least” means that this is the minimum requirement: you’ll pass
the exam, but probably not with a very high grade).
GROUPS: B, T
3.   “Germany was the only responsible for the outbreak of war in 1914.” Discuss
GROUPS: C, P
4.   Was the war in 1914 caused more by the immediate causes or by long-term causes?
Answer the question and adequately explain the causes you consider important.
GROUPS: D, V
5.   To what extent did the Versailles Treaty make the Second World War inevitable?
GROUPS: E, M
6.   Was the League of Nations a real change in international relations and world
governance or just an illusion?
GROUPS: F, U
7.   “There is no new world order after WW1; the same elite club of great powers is still
in the driving seat.” Discuss.
(ATTENTION: Are the great powers the same ones before and after WW1?)
GROUPS: G, O

8.   “Fascist Italy, Nazi Germany, and Imperial Japan were equally unhappy with the
world order post Versailles Treaty; only through war could they achieve their goals.”
Discuss.
GROUPS: J, R
9.   How did the competition evolve between the United States and the Soviet Union
between 1945 and 1961? What forms did it take in Europe?
GROUPS: S, X
10.  ‘The Korean War and the Vietnam War were both only Cold War conflicts’.
Discuss.
(ATTENTION: “Cold War conflicts” may mean that they were only driven by ideology
goals, that they were conflicts between the two superpowers fought by proxy, or both)
GROUPS: H, L
11.   “In 1949-91 the Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of China, North Korea, and
Vietnam formed a cohesive communist bloc in Asia, and Moscow decided foreign
policy for all”. Discuss.
GROUPS: K, N
12.  To what extent were the institutions of Pax Americana (Bretton Woods system, IMF,
World Bank) the first steps of US Cold War policy”? Discuss.
(HINT: they may be Cold War instruments or not. They may be Cold War
instruments, but not the first steps.)

